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Vehicle dynamics and emission rates

Two key areas of uncertainty:

• Measuring and quantifying vehicle dynamics (speed & acceleration), 
and:

• Quantifying vehicle exhaust emission rates in different phases of 
vehicle dynamics.

Robust and representative data in the UK is relatively scarce……



DfT 2015/2016 PEMS ‘on-road’ test route

PEMS data collected 
in Dec 2015 to Feb 
2016 on-road 
(winter).

Combines urban 
(Nuneaton), inter-
urban (A5), and 
motorway (M6).

Other data were 
also collected on 
the test track, and 
in the laboratory.
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DfT PEMS equipment

Source: DfT (2016)



Example speed profile from DfT ‘on-road’ test route



DfT PEMS ‘on-road’ Euro 5 diesel car summary (n=19)



DfT PEMS ‘on-road’ Euro 6 diesel car summary (n=18)



Euro 5 diesel cars – Frequency distribution (seconds)
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Euro 5 diesel cars – Mean NOx (mg/second)



Euro 5 diesel cars – Total drive cycle NOx (mg)
Time (seconds)

NOx (mg/sec)

= NOx (mg)×



Euro 5 diesel cars – Mean NOx (mg/km)

NOx (mg/sec)

Given seconds per km



Euro 5 diesel cars – NOx mg/km by speed band



Euro 6 diesel cars – NOx mg/km by speed band

Impact of 
stop / start 
engine 
control 
systems in 
the Euro 6 
diesel cars?



Applying emission data to vehicle dynamics - Example

• Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO) 
www.tno.nl/en/. TNO report R10188 “On-road determination of 
average Dutch driving behaviour for vehicle emissions” (TNO 2016)

• Implemented a test program in 2015 to determine driving behaviour by 
randomly following / shadowing light vehicles across the Netherlands 
highway network using an instrumented vehicle.

• Instantaneous speed, acceleration and position were recorded at 1Hz.

• In this way, ‘average’ driving behaviour for Dutch drivers on Dutch roads 
(in terms of instantaneous speed and acceleration) was determined 
across different road types, traffic situations, and levels of congestion, 
as at 2015.

http://www.tno.nl/en/


Applying emission data to vehicle dynamics - Example

• Professional driver used to ‘shadow’ a sample of light vehicles

• 108 hours of total driving time, covering a distance of 6640 km, 
comprising 180 trips (motorway, rural, urban).

• Output set of ‘driving vectors’ (‘q’), describing and quantifying the mix 
of passenger car driver behaviour (vehicle speed and acceleration) 
across different road types, levels of congestion, speed limits, and 
modes of speed enforcement.

• These ‘vectors’ (‘q’) are then associated with average exhaust emission 
rates, so that total exhaust emissions for a particular passenger car 
type can be estimated, typically using TNO’s VERSIT+ emissions model.



Applying emission data to vehicle dynamics - Example

• ‘q’ values quantify the fraction of driving time at different velocities 
and accelerations normalized to 1 km of total distance travelled.

• Driving dynamics are defined by the dynamic variable ‘w’, defined as:

w = a + 0.014v 

where ‘a’ is in units of m/s2, and v is in units of kph.

• Emission factors (EF) in g/km are a function of the emission map ‘u’ 
and the driving vector ‘q’:

EF(g/km) = (q1*u1) + (q2*u2) + (q3*u3) + … + (q9*u9) + (q10*u10)



TNO ‘w’ values and ‘q’ vectors

Comment:

‘w’ values;

‘q’ values;

Terminology



Sample of vehicle speed data – M62 J27 to J29 (eastbound)

© OpenStreetMap



Sample of vehicle speed data – M62 J27 to J29 (eastbound)



Sample of vehicle speed data – M1 J14 to J21 (northbound)

© OpenStreetMap

50mph Av. Speed cameras

70mph national limit

70mph national limit



Sample of vehicle speed data – M1 J14 to J21 (northbound)



A few closing thoughts

CIHT 
Transportation 
Professional article 
published in 
October 2015



What are we trying to achieve?

Legislated 40µg/m3 NO2 limit values? Or wider public & environmental health?

© Creative Commons licence / nbjenglish.wikispaces.com / Wikipedia.org CC BY-SA



Need for an holistic approach. For example….

Climate change / CO2

Air quality

Risks of target 
fixation / tunnel 
vision.

…Unintended 
consequences

© Creative Commons licences / oxfamblogs.org / freefoto.com / INQUISITR CC BY-SA 



The importance of effective and systematic monitoring (Air Quality & 
Vehicle Emissions)

© Defra / DfT / The author



Some observations

• Robust and representative emissions and vehicle dynamics data are relatively 
scarce;

• Consider the characteristics and scope of available data. Are they appropriate 
for / applicable to the policy questions / scenarios?

• Exhaust emissions from different Euro classes may respond in different ways to 
vehicle dynamics. Potential complication for policy development.

• Are the proposed modelling structures / forms appropriate for the problem at 
hand?

• Assumptions about future exhaust emissions and vehicle dynamics?

• Need to be clear about what we are seeking to achieve (objectives);

• Requires an holistic approach to policy development;

• Identify and manage uncertainty;

• Ensure that appropriate and systematic monitoring is in place.
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Euro 6 diesel cars – Frequency distribution (seconds)



Euro 6 diesel cars – Mean NOx (mg/second)



Euro 6 diesel cars – Total NOx (mg)
Time (seconds)

NOx (mg/sec)

= NOx (mg)×



Euro 6 diesel cars – Mean NOx (mg/km)
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Given seconds per km


